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ABSTRACT 

, 
This study deals with the design and construction of an automatic room light control lIsing 

light sensitive switch so as to use energy much more efficiently. It helps to switch on the 

lighting in a room when it is occupied and switches off when the room is not occupied. 

Testing was carried out to ascertain the efficiency of the design. The result of this testing 

shows that more than one person can occupy a room at a time with the light staying 011 until 

the fifth person who resets the counters. Also when a person leaves the roOI11 , the system wi II 

retain the on state of the light if there is still someone in the room or switch off the light if 

there is no one in the room. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

, Engineering is all about making life easier through the application of sc ience for the 

designing and building of machine and structure. In a bid to do this, vari olls researches are 

carried out and are still being carried out to understand phenomena around us and through the 

application of these understanding, complex methods can be carried out th rough eas ier means 

and methods. An example of this is switching. 

Due to not too recent field of automation, there is need to condition the factors on 
I 

which a switching process depends such that the switch is sel f regulatory. The adva ntage of 

this is that the need for mechanically operating the switch is eliminated and it is more 

convenient. 

It is a major task of every household, company and industry to save energy by using it 

more efficiently. This could benefit individuals and the country as a whole. An aspect or 

energy saving and efficient energy usage is examined here for implementati on without 

disruption of any activities or putting security at ri sk, yet allowing persons still to Icel 

comfortable in the new environment. 'Along this line, an automatic light control system for 

houses, offices and industry is developed. 

This is an LDR (Light Dependent Resistor) based circuit. The darkness resistance of 

an LDR is of the order of a few Mega-ohms, while its resistance in the presence ot' light drops 

to a few Kilo-ohms. It is this inherent property of an LDR that is employed with other 

components to control the switching of a light unit. 



, In order to save energy, security lights, office lights and other lightings which are 

always used are - in most cases usually manually switched off in the morning and again 

switched on in the evening. A sensitive electronic control system is suggested that can take 

care of automatic light activation. It consist of photoresistor sensors and a control circuit, 

which can be used to switch important lighting points on or off, depenuing on the detection 

and motion of objects through the line of sight of the incident light on the pllOtorcsislor 

sensor. Also by using energy saver bulbs, efficiency of the system is further enhanced. 

Very often lights remain unnecessarily switched on in a room or oflice, mainly 

through negligence. For this reason this control system has been designed for monitoring any 

activity of persons so that the desired light is maintained where required and the undesireu 

ones are switched off. This system comprises a number of photoresistor sensors installed in a 

room or an office and an electronic control circuit. When the person enters the room, the 

sensor will automatically switch on the lights. If anyone leaves a room, a motion sensor 

monitoring the exit to the room sends a signal that switches otfthe lights. 

The control systems use common electronic component, in this way simplilying and 

reducing the cbst of the equipment. Statistically, it is estimated that energy consumption in 
I 

homes and offices may be reduced by half to one third [ ] of the lIsual consumption by 

manual light control. For this reason any investment in an automatic light control system will 

yield quick returns. Not only does it save energy but also makes life at home or work more 

comfortable and efficient. 
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1.3 AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

The energy consumed by lighting generates approx imately 13 percent (13%) of a 

standard store' s greenhouse gas emission - almost 90 percent (90%) of which is from internal 

lighting [ ]. Use of lighting control could reduce actual consumption further. 

This project points to major potential energy savings, with relati ve ly low r ay back 

times from investments in end-use efficie~cy in building. The rest points to Illajor opportunity 

for saving energy and reducing the environmental and health cost of energy in Nigeria. 

1.3.1 ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE 

Every business needs an energy management plan. Cost sav ings fro m energy 

efficiency can exceed 20 percent (20%) [ ]. Energy management is good for the environ ment ; 

the most effective way to reduce greenhouse gases is to reduce unnecessary energy 

consumption. A sound approach to energy efficiency is good for any business; energy 

management Ishould be viewed as one more aspect of good management within any 

organisation. 

There are many low-cost and no-cost ways to become more energy erticient in the 

work place and in the home; this project being one of sllch ways to achieve be tler energy 

efficiency. 

1.4 JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 

As a context for understanding the potential to improve energy effic iency in Nigeri a, 

it is useful to consider the overall energy intensity (energy use per IInit of GDP) of Nigeria in 

comparison to other cOllntries. While energy intensity is influenced not only by economic 
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structure (how reliant the economy is on energy intensity sectors) but also on end-use 

efficiency [ ]. 

Many low-income households use less than 100kWh of electricity per month r ], and 

hot water geysers and electric cooking appliances are uncommon in such households. This 

impl'ies that much of the electricity lise is for lighting and that energy - efficient bulbs and 

automatic light switches could markedly reduce electricity bills. 

Efficient lighting practices include switching off lights when a roOI11 is unoccupied, 

fitting low power light bulbs where possible and controlling security lighting with light and 

movement sensors. It is estimated that incandescent lighting energy use can be reduced by 20 

percent (20%) through efficient lighting practices [ ], but it is assumed that realistically 

achievable savings are 10 percent (10%) of the total electricity lighting energy [ 1, 

1.5 METHOD OF OPERATION 

An ordinary automatic room power control circuit has only one light sensor. So when 

a person enters the room it gets one pulse and the lights come 'on'. When the person goes out 

it gets another pulse and the lights go 'off. But what happens when two persons enter the 

room, one after the other? It gets two pulses and the lights remain in 'oW state, The circuit 

described here overcomes the above-mentioned problem. It has a small memory which 

enables it to automatically switch 'on' and switch 'off the lights in a desired fashion. The 

circuit uses t~o LORs which are placed one after another so that they may separately sense a 

I 

person going into the room or coming out of the room. Outputs of the two LOR sensors, after 

processing, are used in conjunction with a bicolour LED in such a fashion that when a person 

gets into the room it emits green light and when a person goes Ollt of the room it emits red 

light. These outputs are simultaneously applied to two counters. One of Ihe counters will 

count as +1, +2, +3 etc when persons are getting into the room and the qlher will count as 
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-1 , -2, -3 etc when persons are getting out of the room . The next stage comprises two logic 

ICs which can combine the outputs of the two counters and determine if there is any person 

still left in the room or not. If the results from the logic ICs suggest that there is still someone 

in the room, the lights will be maintained at the 'on ' state, but if otherwise, a relay will be 

triggered to switch off the lights. 

1.6 LIMITATION TO THE STUDY 

The limitations of the project are as follow: 

I. The circuit design is not suitable for monitoring rooms having Illultiple entrance and 

exit points. It is mostly efficient for a room possess ing a single door which serves as 

the entrance and exit point. 

2. l'he circuit design can only cater for a maximum of four (4) people in a room at any 

given time, thereby making it unsuitable for large buildings with lots or hUlllan tra nie. 

Since LDRs are used as the sensors, care should be taken to protect them fro m ambient light. 
, 

If this is not accomplished, there will be certain inaccuracy in response to the changes in light 

intensity fall ing on it. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIE'" 

The process of switching a lighting system ON or OFF by means of a se lf-regulatory 

circuit which depends on the response of a sensory element to a natural phenomenon is not 

entirely a new field . There are various sensory elements which have been Ll sed one time or 

the other. Specific resistance at any time changes with prevailing light condition. An LDR is 

very sensitive from full light intensity to extreme darkness. 

2.1 THEORITICAL BACKGROUND 

The entire system was broken down into sub-systems or unit blocks. Each sub-system 

performs a specific task. It consist various components with each working togctht: 1' to achievt: 

the desired goal. By the integration of all the functional unit blocks, the automatic sw itching 

control system satisfies the overall requirement of the project. 

are: 

The advantages of partitioning or breaking down a whole system into sub-systems 

Ease of Design 

Ease of Maintenance 

Ease of Production 

Ease of Troubleshooting 

Ease of Reliability 
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The sub-systems consist of four units as shown in Fig 2. 1, namely: 

~ Power Supply Unit 

~ Control/Sensory Unit 

~ Switching/Logical Unit 

~ Load 

Power Supply 

Unit 

Control/Sensory 

Unit 

Switching/Logical 

Unit 

Fig 2.1: Block Diagram of The Sub-systems 

2.2 Power Supply Unit 

Load 

Almost, if not all electronic devices use highly stabilized and regulated D.C Power 

Supply Ito power them. Dry cells and batteries are form s of D.C sources and have the 

advantage of being portable and ripple free. However, they are usually not economica l, 

convenient and dependable due to the need for frequent replacement. Hence making them 
, 

expensive as compared to conventional A.C supply. It is advantageolls to convert thi s A.C 

supply to DC voltage. Therefore, the requirement of thi s project makes li se oj' a regulated 

power supply unit which will convert the available mains AC power supply (nOv/50Hz) to 

the required form (DC power supply-9v and 5v). In spite of likely va ri ations that may occur 

in the line voltage, the load current and the temperature, the output D.C mllst be impeccably 

maintained at 9v as required by the circuitry of this project. 
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The process of converting the A.C voltage involves voltage transformation, 
I 

rectification, filtration and voltage regulation, all of which are accomplished by the use of 

transformer, a rectifier, a capacitor and voltage regulator circuit. The arrangement or which is 

shown in Fig 2.2. 

Voltage 

Transformation 

Rectification 

Fig 2.2: Power Unit 

2.2.1 Voltage Transformation 

Filtration Regulation 

A transformer is a static (or stationary) piece of apparatus by means of which electric 

power in one' circuit is transferred into electric power of the same frequency in another 

circuit. It can raise or lower the voltage in a circuit but with a corresponding decrease or 

increase in current. The physical basis of a transformer is mutual induction between two 

circuits linked by a common magnetic flux as shown in Fig 2.3 . In its simplest term, it 

consists of two inductive coils which are electrically separated but magnetically linked 

through a path of low reluctance. The two coils possess high lIlutual inductnnce. It' one coil is 

connected to a source of alternating voltage, an alternating flu x is set up in the laminated 

core, most of which is linked with the other coil. If the second co il is closed, a current fl ows 

in it and so electric ene~gy is transferred (entirely magneticall y) fro m the first co il to the 

second coil. The first coil, in which electric energy is fed from the A.C sllpply mains, is 

called primary winding and the other from which energy is drawn out, is ca lled seconda ry 

winding. 
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An ideal transformer is one which has no losses (that is its windings have no ohmic 

resistance, no magnetic leakage, no y2R and core losses. In other words, an idea l transfer 

consists of two purely inductive coils wound on a loss-free core. However, it is impossible to 

realize such a transformer in practice. 

Primary 

I 
\ 

.... _------------ -

Fig 2.3: A Transformer 

Let NI = Number of turns in primary 

N2 = Number of turns in secondary 

<Ilm = Maximum flux in core in Webers 

f~ Frequency of A.C input in Hz 

Flux increases from its Zero value to maximum value (<Dm) in one quarter of a cycle (i .e. '!.I f 

second) 
, 

@m 
Average rate of change of flux = r-/ 

4f 

= 4f0m Wb/s 

Rate of change offlux pel' turn means induced e.m.f in volts 

Average e. m.f /turn = 4f0m volt 
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If flux <I> varies sinusoidaly, then r.m.s (Root Mean Square) value of induced e.m.f is 

obtained by multiplying the average value with the form factor (1.11). 

r.m.s value of e.m.f /turn = 1.11 x 4f(/Jm 

= 4,44f(/Jm volt 

In the primary winding, the r.m.s value will be 

HI = 4.44fN10m - - - - - - - -(i) 

Similarly, in the secondary, the r.m.s value will be 

H2 = 4.44fN20m - - - - - - - (U) 

From equations (i) and (ii), it can be seen that 

K is known as voltage transformation ratio. If K is greater than I (i.e. K > I) then the 

transformer is a step-up transformer. But if it is less than I (i.e. K < I) then the transformer is 

known as a step-down transformer. Also, for an ideal transformer, input Y A = output Y A 

2.2.2 Rectification 

This is the process by which A.C voltage is converted into D.C voltage with the lise of 

a rectifier. A rectifier is an electronic device which offers a low resistance to now of current 
J 

in the direction known as the reverse bias direction. Rectifier can be half-wave depending on 

the application. In this project, emphasis is laid on the full-wave bridge rectifier which is the 

most frequently used circuit for electronic D.C power supplies. It consist of four (4) discn:te 

diodes incorporated together to form bridge rectifier circuit. 

10 



H<f-----

c 

Fig 2.4: Full wave bridge rectifier 

When input A.C supply is switched on as shown in Fig 2.4, the ends M and N of the 

transformer secondary become +ve and - ve alternatively. During the pos itive half-cycle of 

the AC input, terminal M is +ve, C is at Zero potential and N is at -ve potential. I Ienee, being 

forward-biased , diode 0 1 and 03 conducts (but not O2 and 0 4 which is reverse-biased) and 

current flows along MACBN. As a result, positive half-cycle of the voltage appears across 

During the negative half-cycle, when terminal N becomes +ve, then D2 and D~ 

conducts (but not 0 1 and 0 4) and current flows along NACBM . So, we fi nd that ClII'rent keeps 

on flowing through Rc in the same direction (i .e. from A to B) in both half-cyc les of AC 

input. 

T,he average and RMS values of voltage and current as given as: 

VL(dC) = 2 VLM/rr = O.636V 
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2hM 
!t(dc) = -- = 0.6361LM 

rr 

2 I 2 
ILCac) = h - LCdc) 

But, incidentally 'L(ac) is the same thing as Ir(rms)' Hence the ripple factor can be written as: 

Similarly, 

Therefore, 

The efficiency is also given as: 

2.2.3 Filtration 

VL(ac) Vr(rms) 
y=--= 

VL(dC) VL(nns) 

0 .305VLM 
Y = 0.636V

LM 
= 0.482 

81.2 
%1]=----

1 + 2rd/RL 

The main function of a filter circuit is to minimize the ripple content in the rectiner 

output. As seen, output of various rectifier circuits is pulsating. It has a d.c value and some 

a.c components called ripples. This type of output is not use ful for drivillg sophisticated 

electronic circuits or devices. In fact these circuits require a very steady dc output tlwt 

approaches the smoothness of a battery output. 
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When positive half-cycle of the AC input is applied, the diode is forwa rd -biased and 

hence is turned ON. This allows C (capacitor) to quickly charge up to peak va lue of input 

voltage because charging time constant is almost zero. After being fully charged, the 

capacitor holds the charge till output AC supply to the rectifier goes negative. During the 

negative half-cycle, the capacitor attempts to discharge. However, it cannot discharge th rough 

I 
diode which, being now reversed (OFF). Hence, it discharges through RI. rrom point b to c. 

During the next positive half-cycle, the process starts again with C being charged quickly. 

2.2.4 Regulation 

Regulated power supply can be obtained by using a voltage regulator circuit. 
; 

I A regulator is an electronic control circuit which is capable of providing a nearly constant dc 

output voltage even when there are variations in load or input voltage. 

. Vmax - Vmin 
%Regulatwn = x 100 

Vmax 

In an ideal or perfectly regulated DC power supply, the percentage vo lt age regulation 

is zero. The voltage regulation is also called Load Regulation. 

2.3 Control/Sensory Unit 

The control sub-system is comprised of the following components which together can 

detect physical changes in the environment and as a result tri gger the remaining circllit 

blocks. They are: 

Stable light source(s) 

Photo Resistors 

Timer ICs 

Transistors 
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Diodes 

Resistors 

Capacitors 

2.3.1 Stable Light Source 

, Light is an electromagnetic radiation of a wavelength that is visible to the human eye 

(in a range from about 380 or 400 nm to about 760 or 78nm). In phys ics, the tcrm li ght 

sometimes refers to electromagnetic radiation of any wavelength, whether visible or not. Five 

primary properties of light are intensity, frequency or wavelength, polarization, phase and 

orbital angular momentum. Light which exists in tiny packets ca lled photons, exhibit s 

properties of both waves and particles. This property is referred to as the wave-partic le 
I 

duality. The speed of light in a vacuum is presently defin ed to be exactl y 299,792,45 8m/s 

(approximately 186,282 miles per second). The fixed value of the speed of light in SI units 

results from the fact that the meter is now defined in terms of the speed of light. 

Generally, EM radiation is classified by wavelength into radi o, microwave, infrared, 

the visible region we perceive as light, liltraviolet, X-rays and gamma rays. 'The behaviour of 

EM radiation depends on its wavelength. Higher frequencies have shorter wavelength s, and 

lower frequencies have longer wavelengths. When EM radiation interacts with single atoms 

and molecules, its behaviour depends on the amount of energy per quantum it ca rries. 

There are many sources of light. The most common light sources are thermal: a body 

at a given temperature emits a characteristics spectrum of black-body radiati on. Examples 

include sunlight (the radiation emitted by the chromospheres of the sun at around 6,OOO K 

peaks in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum when plotted in wavckngth units 
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and roughly 40% of sunlight is visible), incandescent light bulbs (which emits only around 
I 

10% of their energy as visible light and the remainder as infrared) . 

Atoms emit and absorb light at characteristic energies. This produces emiss ion lines 

in the spectrum of each atom. Emission can be spontaneous as in light-emitting diodes 

(LEOs), gas discharge lamps and flames. Emissions can also be stimulated, as in a lase r or a 

microwave maser. For this design, the spontaneous light - emitting diode (LED) is used. LED 

is a forward-biased P·N junction which emits visible light when energized. Typica lly the 

maximum forward voltage for LED is between 1.2V and 3.2V depending on the device. 

Reverse breakdown voltage for an LED is of the order of 3V to 10V. It is ev ident from the 

figure above that amount of power output translated into light is direct ly proportional to the 

forward current. The greater the forward current, the greater the light output. 

2.3.2 Photo Resistors 

It is a semiconductor device whose resistance varies inverse ly with the intensity of , 

light that falls upon it. It is also known as photoresistive ce ll because it opera tes on the 

principle of photoresistivity. The resistivity and hence resi stance of a semiconductor depends 

on the number of free charge carriers available in it. When the scmiconductor is not 

illuminated, the number of charge carriers is small and, hencc, res istivity is high. nut when 

light in the form of photons strikes the semiconductor, each photon delivers energy to it. I r 

the photon energy is greater than the energy band gap of the semiconductor, free mobi le 

charge carriers are liberated and as a result, resistivity of the sem icondllctor is decreased. 

Photoresistive cells are generally made of cadmium compounds sllch as Cadmiull1 

Sulphide (Cds) and Cadmium Selenide (CdSe). Spectral response ofCel s cell is si milar to the 

human eye. Hence such cells are often used to simulate the human eye. That is why they find 

use in light metering circuits in photographic cameras. 
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II 

Resistance 

Illumination 

Fig 2.5a: Typical 'Interface Ci'rcuit Fig 2.5b: Terminal Characteristics 

, A thin layer of photosensitive semiconductor material is deposited in the lorm of a 

long strip zigzagged across a disc-shaped ceramic base with protective sides. For added 

protection a glass lens or plastic cover is used. The two ends of the strips are brought out to 

connecting pins below the base. 

The figures above show the terminal characteristic of a photoresistive cell. It depicts 

how the resistance of the cell varies with light intensity. Typically, the dark resistance of the 
I 

cell is IMQ or larger. Under illumination, the cell resistance drops to a value between I and 

IOOKQ depending on surface illumination. The photoresistive cell is an inexpensive and 

simple detector which is widely used in OFF/ON circuits, light-measurement and light-

detecting circuits. 

2.3.3 555 Timer ICs 

Integrated timer circuits represent one of the interesting developments in IC design. 

The circuit consists of a number of high-quality functional blocks that are combined in one 

IC but that are interconnected externally. This one IC can be lIsed for many different 

functions. A good example is the 555 timer used in this design. It can he lIsed as a 

monostable multivibrator (an oscillator), as a linear voltage ramp generator, as a missing 
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pulse detector, and as a pulse width modulation. But for the purpose of this project design , 

the monostable mode of trigger for a 555 timer is given a closer look. 

In the monostable configuration shown in the figure above, a capac itor and a single 

resistor are used for the timing network. Both the threshold terminal and the di scharge 

transistor terminal are connected together when the input voltage to the trigger comparator 

falls below \3Vcc, the comparator outptlt triggers the flip fl op so that its output sets low. This 

turns the capacitor discharge transistor "off' and drives the digital output to the high state. 

This condition allows the capacitor to charge at an exponential rate which is set by the RC 

time constant. When the capacitor voltage reaches 23Vcc, the threshold comparator reSdS the 

flip flop. This action discharges the timing capacitor and returns the digital output to the low 

state. Once the flip flop has been triggered by an input signal, it cannot be retri ggered until 

the present timing period has been completed. The time that the output is high is given by the 

equation t = 1.1 RA C. 
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A reset pin is provided to discharge the capacitor, thus interrupting the timing cycle. 

As long as the reset pin is low, the capacitor discharge transistor is turned "on" and prevents 

the capacitor from charging. While the re'set voltage is applied, the digital output will remain 

the same. The reset pin should be tied to the supply voltage when not in use. 

2.3.4 Diodes 

It is a two-terminal device consisting of a P-N junction formed either in a Ge 

(Germanium) or Si (Silicon) crystal. It is a one-way device olTering low resistance when 

forward-biased and behaving almost as an insulator when reverse-biased as shown in fig 2.8. 

Hence, such diodes are mostly used as rectifiers. 

A 

1':1 

Fig 2.7: Schematic Diagram Of A Diode 

R.eve,'~c;! 
R.~,gl(m 

l:;'o,·wdl.' ,j 

P.~/", i : · 'u 

A 

Fig 2.8: Typical V-I Characteristic Of A Diode 
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When the diode is forward-biased and the applied voltage is increased from Zero, 

hardly any current flows through the device in the beginning. It is so because the external 

voltage is being opposed by the internal barrier voltage whose value is O.7v tor Si O.3v for 

Ge. As soon as the barrier voltage is neutralized, current through the diode increases rapidly 

with increasing applied battery voltage. It is found that as little a voltage as I.Ov produces a 

forward current of about SOmA. A burnout is likely to occur if forward voltage is increased 

beyond a certain safe limit. 

When the diode is reverse-biased, majority carriers are blocked and only a small 

current (due to minority carriers) flows through the diode. As the reverse voltage is increased 

from Zero, the reverse current very quickly reaches its maximulll or saturation value which is 

known as leakage current. It is of the order to nanoamperes (nA) for Si and Microamperes 

(mA) for Ge. The value of the leakage current is independent of the applied reverse voltage 

but depends on: (a) Temperature (b) De.gree of doping (c) Physical size of junction when 

reverse voltage exceeds a certain value called break-down voltage, the leakage current 

suddenly and sharply increases. Any further increase in voltage is likely to produce burnoLlt 

unless protected by a current-limiting resistor. 

These characteristics can be described by the analytical equation ca ll ed Boltzmann 

diode equation. Given as: 

eV 
I = 10 (e KT _ 1) ampere 

Where 10 = diode reverse saturation current 

v = Voltage across junction 

K = Boltman constant = 1.38 x 10.23 
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· oK T = Crystal temperature In 

11 = 1 - for germanium 

= 2 - for silicon 

2.3.5 Transistor 

A transistor is a semiconductor device used to amplify and switch electronic signals. 

It is made of a solid piece of semiconductor material, with at least three term inals for 

connecting to an external circuit. A voltage or current applied to one pair of the transistor 

terminals changes the current flowing through another pair of terminals. Because the 

controlled (output) power can be much more than the controlling (input) power, the transistor 

provides amplification of a signal. 

Today, some transistors are packaged individually, but many more are found 

embedded in integrated circuits. The transistor is the fundamental building block or modern 

electronic devices and is ubiquitous in modern electronic systems. Following its release in the 

early 1950s the transistor revolutionized the field of electronics, and paved the way for 

smaller and cheaper radios, calculators, and computers, amongst other things. The transistor's 

low cost, flexibility, and reliability have made it a ubiquitous device. 

The essential usefulness of a transistor comes from its ability to lise a small signa l 

appli,ed between one pair of its terminals to control a mllch larger signal at another pair of 

terminals. This property is called gain. A transistor can control its output in proportion to the 

input signal; that is, it can act as an amplifier. Alternatively, the transistor can be used to turn 

current on or off in a circuit as an electrically controlled switch, when the amount of current 

is determined by other circuit elements. . 
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The two types of transistors have slight differences in how they are used in a circuit. 

A bipolar transistor (8J1) has terminals c'alled base, collector, and emitter. A sma ll current at 
• 

the base terminal (that is, flowing from the base to the emitter) can control or switch a mllch 

larger current between the collector and emitter terminals. For a field-effect transistor (FET), 

the terminals are labelled gate, source, and drain, and a voltage at the gate can control a 

current between source and drain. 

2.3.6 Resistors 

. Resistance may be defined as the property of a substance due to which it opposes (or 

restricts) the 'flow of electricity (that is .flow of electrons) through it , the practical unit of 

resistance is ohm. When some conductors having resistance RI , R2 and R3 etc, are joined end-

on-end as shown in Fig 2.9, they are said to be connected ill series. llere, current is the sam!! 

through all the three conductors, but voltage drop across each is different due to it different 

resistance and the sum of the three voltage drops is equal to the voltage applied. 

Fig 2.9: Resistors In series 

When three resistances are joined as in Fig 2.10, they are said to be connected in 

parallel. Here, current in each resistor is different, potential difference across all resistances is 

the same and the total current is the sum of the three separate currents. 
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Fig 2.10: Resistors in parallel 

2.3.7 Capacitor 

A capacitor essentially consists of two conducting surfaces separated by a layer of an 

insulating medium called dielectric. The purpose of a capacitor is to store electrical energy by 

electrostatic stress in the dielectric. 

Q Charge 
C - - - --------

- V - Potential Difference 

When capacitors are connected end-to-end as shown in rig 2. 11 , they are sa id to be in 

a series conn~ction : Here, the charge on all capacitors is the same but potential difference 

across each is different. 

Q+ Q+ Q+ 

[ 'GI iI 'G I '"] • VI --I- VI --I- Vl 

IV --

Fig 2.11: Capacitors In Series 
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When they are connected as shown in Fig 2.12, they are sa id to be in a parallel 

combination. Here, the potential difference on each is different. 

Fig 2.12: Capacitors In Parallel 

2.4 Switching/Logical Unit 

The switching sub-system consists of the foll owing components which together, can 

receive an input from the control unit to either switch on or off the connected load. 

They are: 

~ Counter 

~ Inverter rc 

~ AND IC 

~ Relay 

2.4.1 Counter 

In digital logic and computing, a counter is a device which stores (and sometimes 

displays) the number of times a particular event or process has occurred, olien in relationship 

to a clock signal. In practice there are two types of counters. , 

~ Up counters, which increases in value 
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~ Down counters, which decreases in value 

In 'electronics, counters can be implemented quite easily using register-type circuits 

such as flip-flop and a wid~ variety of designs exist, examples are: 

Asynchronous (ripple) counter 

Synchronous counter 

Decade counter 

Up-down counter 

Ring counter 

Johnson counter 
I 

Cascaded counter 

For this project design the decade counter is used. A decade counter is one that counts 

in decimal digits, rather than binary. A decade counter may have each digit binary encoded 

(as the 7490 integrated circuit) or other binary encodings (as the bi-quinary encoding of the 

7490 integrated circuit). Alternatively, it may have a "fully decoded" or one-hot output code 

in which each output goes high in turn; the 4017 is such a circuit. The l a tt ~r type of circuit 

finds application in multiplexers and demultiplexers, or wherever a scanning type of behavior 

is useful. 

The 4017 IC is a 16-pin CMOS decade counter from the 4000 series. It takes clock 

pulses from the clock input and makes one of the ten outputs come on in sequence each time 

a clock pulse arrives. 

2.4.2 Relay 

The electromechanical relay (EMR) is a device that uses an electromagnet to provide 

the force to close (or open) switch cont,acts, in other words, an electrica lly power swi tch . 

When the electromagnet, called the coil, is energized, it pulls down on the spring-loaded 
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armature. Relay contacts are described ~s being one of two kinds, normally open contacts 

(NO), which are open in the unenergized state and normally closed (NC). 

NC~ 
I C 

N°~I 
COil:=J 

Fig 2.13: A common schematic symbol of relay 

The coil voltage and resistance can be used to calculate the steady-state coil current. 

Actually, it takes more voltage and current to pull in the relay contacts than it does to hold 

them there because the armature must be pulled in across an air gap. Hence these quantities 

are called, respectively, pull-in voltage and pull-in current. This is to guarantee that the relay 

will pull-in quickly and reliably when operated at the rated voltage. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The entire system was broken down into subsystem or unit blocks. Each subsystem performs 

a special task. By the integration of all the functional unit blocks, the automatic switching 

control system satisfies the overall requirement of the project. They are: 

» Power Supply Unit 

Transformation unit 

Rectification unit 

Filtration unit 

Regulation unit 

» Control Unit 

Entry photoconductor unit 

Exit photoconductor unit 

» Switching Unit 
I 

I 

Counter (Positive and Negative) unit 

Logical unit 

Relay 

» Load 
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Entry Counter 
Photo-

conductor (+ve) 

unit 

Power 

Supply ·Reset Logical 
Relay Load 

Unit Exit Photo- Counter Unit 

conductor 

unit (-ve) 

Fig 3.1: Block Diagram an automatic li ght switch 

3.1.1 Transformer Selection 

The insulated iron core transformer lIsed to transform the input voltage to the circuit 

was chosen frqm the following transformers as stated in the manufacturer data shet:t: 

~ 41512400v transformer 

~ 220-240/12v transformer 

~ 224-240/9v transformer 

~ 240/24v transformer 

Table 3.1: Current calculation 

Components Quantity Maximum Current (A) Total Maximum (A) 

LDR 2 0.45 0.9 

Relay 9.0 9.0 

LED 2 0.0 11 0.022 
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Total Maximum Current = 9.922 A 

Given 10% allowance to total current = 0.992 A 

Expected Maximum Current = 9.922+ 0.922 = 10.844 A 

This implies that a worst case maximum, expected current is approximately 10.844. I r 

a 220-240/12v, SOHz transformer is chosen, the power rating of the assuming unity power 

factor is: 

P = VI = 12 X 10.844 = 130.128 VA 

Specification is as follows 

Primary voltage - 240v 

Secondary voltage - 12v 

Power rating - 130.128 VA 

- Current rating - SOOmA 

3.1.2 Rectifier Selection 

The four (4) diode bridge rectifiers used have the following rating 

~ Maximum voltage = 25v 

~ Maximum forward current I.SA 

~ Peak value of full wave signal = Vp 

Vp = {2 X Vrms ; but ~'ms = 12 

Therefore, Vp = .J2 x 12 = 16.97 

Hence N4001 was chosen with peak inverse voltage of25v. 
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3.1.3 Capacitor Selection 

The capacitor used for filtering the transformer dc output was se lected by carefully 

calculating its specification as: 

Where C= Capacitor, F = Frequency, Vdc = de voltage from the transformer, Vr = Ripple 

voltage, RL = Load resistance 

I 

If2% ripple is ~ssumed, 

Hence, 

VdclVr 50 
c = 2fR

L 
= 2 x 50 x 400 = 1250l-lF 

It should also be noted that the larger capacitor, the more electrons stored and the less the 
y 

ripple. So, 2200/lf25v was used. 

3.1.4 Regulator Selection 

The 3 terminals fixed voltage regl1lator used to regulate the input voltage to the circuit 

was chosen from the following serves as spelt out in manufacture specification sheet. 

~ 109 series regulator for OJ - 5v range 

~ 7809 series regulator for 5 - 25v range 

~ 7900 series regulator for (-5) - (-25v) range 

Hence 7809 and 7805 regulator was chosen to handle the 9V control circuit and the 

5v switching circuit respectively. 
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3.1.5 Photoconductor Selection 

' The light Dependent Resistor (LDR) is light sensitive variable resistor made from 

Cadmium Sulphide (CdS) whose resistance is high with little or no illumination and vice 

versa. The technical specification of typical ORPI2 (LDR) is shown below. 

) Peak spectral response - 61 Onm 

) Cell resistance (i) at 50 lux - 2.4km 

(ii) at 100 lux - 130n 

) Dark resistance 10Mn 

) Max voltage is 11 Ov (ae or dc) 

) Max power dissipation at 25°C - 200m W 

Fig 3.2a: LDR Sensory Circuit 

R 

Vee 

Fig 3.2b: Equivalent Circuit 

If the resistance of the LDR is given as RD, then the equivalent circuit or the section 

will be: 
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3.1.6 Counter Selection 

The 4017 IC is a 16-pin CMOS decade counter from the 4000 series. It takes clock 

pulses from the clock input, and makes one of the ten outputs come on in sequence each time 

a clock pulse arrives. The function of each pin is as given in the data book. 
I 

3.1.7 Transistor Selection 

The characteristic properties of the transistors used in this des ign are as spec ified in 

the data book. 

3.1.8 Relay Selection 
I 

I 
Manufacturer's specification sheet 

v = 9 Vdc 

1=5A 

R=400n 

3.1.9 Logical unit 

The logical unit consists of two integrated circuits (ICs), which are: 

~ 74LS04 and 

~ 74LS08 or 4081 

The characteristics of these ICs are as given in the data book 
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IV 2A 3A 3Y ~ 

Fig 3.3: 7404- 6 inverters 

Yee 84 A4 

, 
Al " VI 

Fig 3.4: 7408 - 4 AND gates 

3.2 CIRCUIT OPERATION 

When a person enters the room, first he would obstruct the light falling on LDR I, 

followed by that falling on LDR2. When a person leaves the room, it will be the other way 

round. In the normal case light keeps falling on both the LDRs, and as sllch their res istance is 

low (about 5 kilo-ohms). As a result, pin 2 of both timers (lC I and IC2), which have been 

configured as monostable flip-flops, are held near the supply vo ltage (+9V). When the light 

falling on the LDRs is obstructed, their resistance becomes very high and pin 2 vo ltages drop 

to near ground potential, thereby triggering the flip-flops . Capac itors across pin 2 and ground 

have been added to avoid false triggering due to electrical noise. 
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When a person enters the room, LDR 1 is triggered first and it resu lts in tri ggering of 

monostable IC I. The short output pulse immediately charges up capacitor C5, forward 

biasing transistor pair TI-T2. But at this instant, the collectors of transistors T I and T2 are in 

high impedance state as IC2 pin 3 is at low potential and diode D4 is not conducting. But 

when the same person passes LOR2, IC2 monostable flip-flop is triggered . Its pin 3 goes high 

and this potential is coupled to transistor pair TI -T2 via diode D4. As a res ult transistor pair 

Tl-T2 conducts because capacitor C5 retains the charge for some time as its discharge time is 

controlled by resistor R5 (and R7 to an extent). Thus green LED is lit momentaril y. The same 

output is also coupled to IC3 for which it acts as a clock. With entry of each person le3 

output (high state) keeps advancing. At this stage transistor pair T3-T4 cannot conduct 

because, output pin 3 ofIC) is no longer positive as its output pulse durat ion is quite short and 

hence transistor collectors are in high impedance state. 

When persons leave the room, LDR2 is triggered first followed by LOR I. Since the 

bott;m half portion of circuit is identical to top half, this time with the departure of each 

'person red LED is lit momentarily and output ofIC4 advances in the same fashion as in case 

ofIC3. The outputs'ofIC3 and those oflC4 (after inversion by inverter gates N I throllgh N4) 

are ANOed by AND gates (A J through A4) are 'then wire ORed (using diodes 05 through 

08). The net effect is that when persons are entering, the output of at least one of the AND 

gates is high, ~ausing transistor T5 to conduct and energize relay RLI . The bulb connected to 

I 
the supply viC\ N/O contact of relay RLI also lights up. When persons are leav ing the room, 

and till all the persons who entered the 'room have left, the wired OR output continues to 

remain high, (that is the bulb continues to remains 'ON') until all persons who entered the 

room have left. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT 

On completion of the design stage of the system, it was first implemented on a 

breadboard to be sure it worked as desired. Various aspects of the system were thenl1lod ified 

to obtain desired working and stable circuit before it was constructed permancntly on a 

veroboard. 

4.1.1 CONSTRUCTION 

The following materials were used in the construction and implementati on of the design. 

They are: 

i. Soldering iron 

II. Soldering lead 

iii. Sblder slicker 

iv. Long nose pliers 

v. Cutter/ Razor blade 

vi. Screw drivers (flat end) 

vii. Digital multimeter 

viii. Connecting wires 

IX. Vero board 
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4.1.2 CONSTRUCTION STEPS 

The following steps were taken to ensure a neat and desired construction. They are: 

i. The circuit was first tested on a bread board. A few adjustments and modifications 

were made on the circuit. 

ii. The layout plan for the component position on the vera board was made. Unnecessary 

distances between components were avoided to reduce the length of wire lIsed and 

hence reduce overall circuit capacitance and resistance. 

iii. The copper strips on the veroboard were disengaged appropriately 10 avo id ullwanted 

connections. 

IV. The discrete components- resistors, capacitors and transistors were soldereLl direclly 

to the board. 

v. Adequate heat sinks were used. 

VI. In'stalled components were then connected to one another lIsing wires in accordance 

with the design. 

vii . A digital multimeter was then used to check the contacts for continuity where 

necessary. 

4.1.3 SOLDERING 

The following steps were used while soldering: 

i. Using little but enough solder for any joint to ensure proper contact. 

ii. Heat sinks were used to conduct heat away from the active component during 

I 
soldering. 

iii. Preventing damage that could result from overheating by making sure that the 

temperature of the soldering iron does not get too high. 
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4.1.4 TESTING AND RESULTS 

Though: the testing was first done on the breadboard, the circuit was found to yield an 

interesting and desired result. The output was found to turn ON and OFF in response to a 

person crossing the device in and out respectively, with high sensitivity (that is the response 

of the LOR to luminous intensity was high). This was done by covering LDR I and LDR2 

sequentially (or in turn) from the incident ray ofa straight light source to signify an entrance 

and covering LDR2 and LORI sequentially from the incident ray of a straight light source to 

signify an exit. 

Since the design of the circuit can only accommodate four persons in a room at a time 

as a fifth person will make the counters to reset, the truth tab le for the theoretica l log ica l 

outputs for switching ON on entry and switching OFF on exit are given below: 

Table 4.1: Truth Table on ENTRY 

Entry Exit Inverted exit Output 

I 

counter counter Counter (AND) 

1 0 
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Table 4.2: Truth Table on EXIT 

Entry Exit Inverted exit Output 

counter counter Counter (AND) 

o o o 

Table 4.3: Overall Truth Table for Triggering Load 

Entry output Exit output Overall output 

(AND) (AND) 

1 o· o (OFF) 
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4.2 . SWITCHING TIME DELAY 

The total delay time before the load (bulb) lights up is due to switching delay that is 

attributed to the relay, transistors and capacitors. 

Relay delay time = 160 ms 

Capacitor dela~ time =70 ms 

Transistor delay time = 0.7 ms 

Total delay time = Relay delay time + Capacitor delay time + Transistor delay time 

= 160 + 70 + 0.7 

= 230.7 ms 

4.3 CASING 

A wooden casing of convenient size was used to case the components, Robustness 

was taken into account to allow for easy heat dissipation. Different parts were placed in 

appropriate position based on ventilation, available space and ease or access and 

maintainability. 
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CIIAPTER FIVE 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

The efficiency of power systems is that the amount of energy produced by the 

generation station is almost equal to the amount of energy consumed by the consumer. But in 
I 

a case where the amount of energy produced is in no way equal to the amount of use ful 

energy consumed, something should be done to remedy the wastage in the system which is 

the sole aim of this project. 

In conclusion, an ordinary automatic room power control circuit has only one light 

sensor. So when a person enters the room it gets one pulse and the lights come 'ON'. When 

the person goes out it gets another pulse and the lights go ;OFF ' . But what happens when two 

persons enter the room, one after the other? It gets two pulses and the lights remain in 'OFF' 

state. The design of the circuit described overcomes the above-mentioned problem as was 

seen from the result obtained that more than one person can occupy a room at a time with the 

light remaining in the ON state. 

5.2 RECOMMENDATION 

The maximum number of persons that thi s circllit can handle is limited to fO llr sine!: 

on receipt of fifth clock pulse the counters are reset. The capacity of the circuit can be easily 

extended for up to nine persons by removing the connection of pin I from rese t pin (1 5) and 

utilizing Q I to Q9 outputs of CD4017 counters. Additional inverters, AND gates and diodes 

will , however, be required. Also, since in this circuit LDRs have been used, care should be 

taken to protect them from ambient light. If desired, one may usc readily available IR sensor 

modules to replace the LDRs. 
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